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INTRODUCTION 
There exists a negative definite matrix H such that 
Re(AH) = 4 (AH + HA*) = --I 
if and only if the eigenvalues of A all have negative real parts. This is Lyapu- 
nov’s Theorem, a result well known for its use in the stability theory of 
differential equations [l]. Consequently it is one of the most familiar of a 
class of propositions about matrices which Ostrowski and Schneider [ll] 
have called “inertia theorems.” The inertia of a square matrix A is the triple 
of integers In(A) = ( 7~, Y, 6) giving, respectively, the number of eigenvalues 
of A in the right half-plane r+ , in the left half-plane n- , and on the imaginary 
axis r,, . (The half-planes are open and the multiplicities are counted.) A 
typical inertia theorem gives conditions under which a matrix must have a 
portion of its eigenvalues contained in a certain region (e.g., half-plane). 
Another classical example is Sylvester’s Theorem [5, p. 2961 which says that 
if H is an n x n Hermitian matrix In(H) = In(SHS*) for every n x it 
invertible matrix S. This paper illustrates that many of the inertia theorems 
have no inherently finite-dimensional character by developing an “inertia 
theory” for the bounded linear operators B(g) on a Hilbert space 9 of 
arbitrary dimension. The inertia theorems for matrices can then be obtained 
by assuming that the dimension of 5? is finite. 
I. OUTLINE OF THE RESULTS 
In Section 2 a theorem of Perron-Frobenius type is used to obtain Theo- 
rem 1, a rather general, though somewhat technical proposition about positive 
operators on a Banach space. As applications of Theorem 1 we obtain 
Lyapunov’s Theorem for B(Z) [19, Theorem 51 and Stein’s Theorem [17] 
for B(3): 
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COROLLARY 2. There exists an H > 0 such that H - CHC* > 0 if and 
only if the spectral radius r(C) < 1. ( W e write K7 > 0 to mean that K is positive 
and invertible.) 
A third application of Theorem 1 is the following Banach space analog 
of an M-matrix Theorem [4, Theorems 5 and 5’1. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that K is a closed, normal cone with nonempty 
interior K” in the Banach space E. Let T E B(E) for which there exists an s > 0 
such that (sI - T) 3 0. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) r(d - T) < s 
(b) T is invertible and T-1 > 0. 
(c) TK”nKo# ia. 
(4 4T) c n+ . 
The main result of Section 3 is a generalized Lyapunov Theorem for 
operators on a Hilbert space [ 19, Theorem 61. 
THEOREM 3. There exists a Hermitian H such that Re(AH)> 0 if and 
only if the spectrum u(A) Cm+ v  ?r- . 
Taussky [18] h s owed that when dim 2 < 00 this theorem is equivalent 
to: 
GENERALIZED STEIN THEOREM. There exists a Hermitian H such that 
H - CHC* > 0 if and only ;f  u(C) misses I’ = {.z : j z / = 11. 
In general if u(C) n r= $ such an H will exist, but we give an example with 
dim dp = co, H - CHC* > 0, H Hermitian, and J’C u(C). 
In Section 4 the set of inertial operators BI(9) is studied. A bounded 
operator A acting on a complex Hilbert space 9 is inertial if each of the sets 
u, = u(A) n 7rn for 7 = +, -, 0 is compact. Then, in addition to the decom- 
position a(A) = u+ u u- u u. , a familiar theorem (cf. Section 148 of [14]) 
gives two other inertial decompositions: 
9=.2z+@2K@Oo and A=A+@A-@A, 
where each PV is a (closed) subspace of 2, A, E B(Pn), and u(A,) = u,, for 
17 = +, -, 0. The inertia of A is the triple of cardinal numbers 
In(A) = (dim P+ , dim Z , dim go). If 6e is a real Hilbert space A is 
inertial if its extension 2 to 2, the complexification of Y, is inertial. Then 
In(A) is defined to be In(A). (We adopt the convention that if 2 is complex 
2? = 2’ and a = A for every A E B(9)). 
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Theorem 5 improves Theorem 3 and in the finite dimensional case [I I] 
it has been called “The Main Inertia Theorem.” 
THEOREM 5. If Re(AH) > 0 and H is Hermitian then In(A) = In(H). 
The following generalization of Sylvester’s Theorem is an application of 
Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 6. If Re(A) > 0 th en or every Hermitian HE BI(L?), AH is f 
inertial and In(AH) = In(H). 
2. A THEOREM ON POSITIVE OPERATORS 
The development of this section is closely related to that of Sections 2-3 
in Schneider [15]. We must begin with some more definitions and notation. 
A closed subset K of a Banach space E is called a cone if K + KC K, 
tK C K, whenever t > 0, and K n (- K) = {O}. A cone K is normal if 
there exists a 6 > 0 such that 11 x + y 11 > 6 11 x /I for every X, y E K. The cone 
K* in the dual space E* of E consists of those bounded linear functionals 
which are nonnegative on K. When x E K N (0) we write x > 0; when 
x E KO (the interior of K) we write x > 0. If T E B(E), the bounded linear 
operators on E, then T is positive (i.e., T > 0) provided that TK C K. If E 
is a real Banach space u(T), the spectrum of T E B(E), is just the spectrum 
of p the extension of T to f?, the complexification of E. If T E B(E), its 
conjugate in B(E*) will be denoted T’. 
Theorem I is proved with the aid of a generalization to infinite dimensions 
of the Perron-Frobenius Theorem on matrices with nonnegative elements. 
Many such generalizations exist and the version used here is due to Krein [8] : 
THEOREM 0. I f  K is a normal cone with interior in the real normed linear 
space E, and if T E B(E) is positive then there exists an 0 # f  E K* for which 
T’f= r(T)f. 
A proof due to F. F. Bonsall and further references can be found in [2]. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that K is a normal cone with interior in a Banach 
space E. Suppose R, S E B(E) such that R is invertible and S > 0. Suppose also 
that either KO _C RK” or RK” n KO = 4. Then if T = R - S, the following 
are equivalent: 
(i) R-l > 0; r(R-IS) < 1, 
(ii) T is the invertible and T-IK” C KO, 
(iii) TK” n KO # 4. 
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Pyoof. Let E, denote E considered as a Banach space over the real num- 
bers. Let K,* denote the dual cone of K considered as a cone in E, . Set 
P = R-lS and set Y = r(P). Note that r is the same whether P is considered 
as an element of B(E) or of B(E,). 
If(i) holds, P 3 0 and so 
T-l = [R(I - P)]-1 = 
Hence T-l is an open mapping; so T-lK? is an open subset of K, and (ii) 
follows. 
That (ii) implies (iii) is a triviality. 
Assume that (iii) holds. Then there exists an x > 0 for which TX > 0. 
In that case, Rx = TX + Sx > 0 and our assumptions on R imply that 
K” C RKO. One consequence of this is R-l > 0 (for the convexity of K gives 
(K”)- = K and so R-l((KO)-) C (R-lK”)- _C (K”)- = K). A second conse- 
quence is that (I - P) x = R-lTx > 0. By Theorem 0 there exists an 
0 if SK,* such that P’f = rf. Since x E K” and (I - P) x E KO, then 
0 <f(x) and 
O<f([I-P]x)=([I-P]‘f)(x)=(l -y)f(x). 
Thus Y(P) = r(R-YS) = Y < 1, and (i) follows. 
This theorem is an infinite dimensional analog of a theorem due to 
Schneider [15], and its proof is almost identical with Schneider’s. In the 
finite dimensional case it is unneccessary to assume throughout that R is 
invertible; in fact, Schneider makes this part of condition (i). Modified in that 
way, Theorem 1 is false since it fails in P, the Hilbert space of square sum- 
mable sequences, when 
and 
S = 0, Rb, , ~2, x3 ,...I = [xl ,x3 ,x4 ,...I, 
(This cone is studied in [9, p. 245-2491.) 
We can now give a straightforward proof of Theorem 2. 
Proof. The equivalence of (a), (b), and (c) follows from Theorem 1 by 
setting R = sl and S = (sI - T). 
We show that (a) implies (d): Since 
s > r(sI - T) = max{( u 1 : u E ~($1 - T)) 
E max{i s - v [ : TJ E a(T)}, 
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we know that u( 2’) lies in the interior of the disc of radius s centered at s + i0. 
Thus u(T) C V+ . 
We now show that (d) implies (a). Theorem 0 shows that if UE B(E) 
is positive, Y( u’) E U( U’). Thus 
r(sI - T) = r([sZ - T]‘) E u([sI - T]‘) = u(sI - T). 
Hence 
r(sZ - T) = max{Re(u) : u E a(sZ - 7’)) = s - min{Re(v) : w E u(T)), 
and this is less than s because u(T) is a compact subset of n+ . 
The remainder of this section deals with the special case in which the role 
of E is played by Z?H(9), the bounded Hermitian operators on the Hilbert 
space 8, and the role of the cone K is played by 9, the positive semi- 
definite elements of BH(9). 
A few elementary comments may be helpful. The scalar field for the Banach 
space BH(6p) is the real numbers. The cone 9 in BH(Y) has interior; in 
fact, for an HE BH(9) the following are equivalent: 
(1) HELP; 
(2) There exists an m > 0 such that ml < H; 
(3) HE 9 and H is invertible; 
(4) u(H) C r+ . 
Moreover, 9 is normal because if H, K E 9 and if the supremum is taken 
over x in the unit ball of 9’ we have 
II H + K II = sq((H + K) x, 4 3 sup(Z& 4 = II H II - 
For A, B E B(9) A @B denotes the element of Z3(B(,Ep)) defined for 
each T E B(P) by T + A TB. However, Z @ Z will usually be denoted simply 
as I. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that L? is a Hilbert space and that T E B(BH(9)) 
is given by 
for some A, C, ,..., C, E B(9). If A is invertible then the following are equi- 
valent: 
(1) r (i (A-V<) @ (A-lC,)*) < 1 
\i=l I 
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(2) T is invertible and T~%F” CL@‘, 
(3) T9O n so # 4, 
(4) u (I - i (A-1CJ @ (A-q*) Cn, , 
i=l 
Proof. Let R = A @) 8* and S = xi=, Ci @ Ci*. Since B @B* 2 0 
for every B E B(9), R > 0 and S > 0. Furthermore, since 
R-l = A-l @ A-l* > 0, 
R and R-l are positive homeomorphisms and Ii9 = .QP. Theorem 1 can 
now be invoked to show that the conditions (l)-(3) of this corollary are 
equivalent. 
To show that (4) is equivalent to (3) let Tl = R-lT = I - R-?S. Since 
R-90 = go, (3) holds if and only if TX9 n .90 # 4. But 0 < R-W = I - Tl 
and so Theorem 2 shows that T,9 n ZP # $ if and only if a(T,) C r+ . 
We now give a direct extension to Hilbert space operators of Stein’s well 
known theorem for matrices [17, 181. 
COROLLARY 2. If 8 is a Hilbert space, C E B(9) and D > 0, then there 
exists an H > 0 such that H - CHC* = D if and only if Y(C) < 1. If such an 
H exists it is unique. 
Proof. Let T = I - C @ C*. By a theorem of Lumer and Rosenblum 
(Theorem 10 of [IO]) o(C @ C*) = u(C) u(C*). Since o(C*) = u(C)* (the 
star denoting complex conjugation), Y(C @ C*) < 1 if and only if r(C) < 1. 
Thus the equivalence of conditions (l)-(3) in Corollary 1 gives the desired 
result. 
The next corollary is a natural extension of the Lyapunov Theorem for 
matrices [18] to Hilbert space operators. A different proof was found inde- 
pendently by Williams [19]. 
COROLLARY 3. If 9 is a Hilbert space, A E B(9) and G > 0, then there 
exists an H > 0 such that Re(AH) = G if and only ;f u(A) C rr+ . If such an H 
exists, it is unique. 
Proof. Suppose temporarily that -1 $ a(A). Set 
2R = (I + A) @ (I + A)*, 2S=A@A*+I@I, 
and 
T=R-S=+(A@I+I@A*). 
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By Corollary 1 the existence of an H > 0 such that T(H) = G is equivalent 
to a(1 - F&s) c Tf+ . This, in turn, is equivalent to a(A) C n+ as the fol- 
lowing shows. 
By the previously cited theorem of Lumer and Rosenblum [IO]: 
= 1 - I(&) (&) + (j-$) (A) : f.4 E 44; v E o(A*)j 
I 
u + v* = 
(1 + 4 (1 + v”) 
: 24, v E u(A)/ . 
Thus if a(1 - R-lS) C n+ , 
( 2re(u) 
!I 1 +q 
: u E u(A) 
1 
c up- R-Y?) c 7T+ 
and hence u(A) C n+ . Suppose, on the other hand, that u(A) C 7r+ . Then 
a(1 - li-IS) C r+ because the mapping 
as a computation will show. 
If --I E u(A), set m = (1 + // A /1)-l, B = mA, and K = m-lH. Since 
-1 # o(B), the d esired equivalence has already been established for B and K. 
But it is obvious that if B and K satisfy one of the equivalent properties then 
,4 and H must also. 
All that remains to be proved is the uniqueness statement. If an H exists 
Corollary 1 shows that T is invertible. Thus H = T-l(G). 
This corollary can be used-just as its finite-dimensional counterpart has 
been-to show existence of a stable solution to the differential equation 
x’ = Ax where A E B(9) with u(A) C n- and where x is a one-parameter 
family of elements of 8. Here stability means that jj etA Ij + 0 as t + co. 
The technique for the finite-dimensional case can be found in [ 1, p. 2421 and is 
easily reinterpreted to give the more general result. This infinite dimensional 
stability theorem is not new and has a different and easier functional analytic 
proof. 
3. GENERALIZED STEIN AND LYAPUNOV THEOREMS 
In finite dimensions it is known that there exists a Hermitian Ii such that 
H - CHC* > 0 if and only if u(C) n I’ = + where r = {I z 1 = l}. For the 
infinite dimensional case, it will be shown in this section that the “only if” 
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part of this extension of the Stein theorem (Corollary 2) is false without 
some additional assumption. The “if” part is Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose 9 is a Hilbert space and C E B(9). Then there 
exists an HE BH(2) such that H - CHC* 3 0 if u(C) CT r -T- (b. 
Proof. At first assume that 2 is a complex Hilbert space and apply the 
decomposition theorem of Riesz [14, p. 4211 using the (spectral) sets 
w = {h E u(C) : h i < 1) and w’ = u(C) N w. Denote the resulting decom- 
positions of 5?, C, and I by 5? = TU @ Z%, , C == C, @ C,, , and 
I = Iw @ Iw, where u(C,) == w and u(C,,) = w’. Since r(C,) < 1, Corollary 2g 
shows that there exists an Hw E BH(sw) with H, > 0 such that 
H, - C,H&,,* = I, > 0. 
Since 0 $ w’, (C,,))l exists and r((C,,)-l) < 1. Since (C,,))l (C,,)-l* > 0, 
Corollary 2 shows that there exists an H,, E BH(2,,) with H,, > 0 such that 
Hence 
Hw, - (CJ’ H,,(CJ1* = (CJ’I&,,)-‘*. 
(- H,,) - (C,,) (- H,,) (CT,,)* = I,., . 
Thus if L = H, @ (- H,,) and H = Re L then 
H - CHC* = Re(L - CLC*) = I, @I,, > 0. 
Assume now that &? is a real Hilbert space. Since by definition u(C) = u(e), 
what was proved above shows that there exist E, K E BH(5?) with E > 0 
such that 
(*) K - cKc* = E. 
The real Hilbert space 2 is a subspace of 9. , 5? considered as a real Hilbert ,. 
space. Since 2 reduces e, if P E B(pr) is the orthogonal projection with range 
,-5Z’thenPe=ePandPcPIz=C.C onsequently, viewing (*) as an equa- 
tion in B(pT), multiplying it on the right and left by P, and restricting to dp 
gives H - CHC” = D where H = PKP I2 and D = PEP 12. Since 
(Hx, X) = (Kx, X) and (Dx, x) = (E x x w , ) h en x E 2, it is easy to see that H 
is Hermitian because K is and that D > 0 because E > 0. Thus the proof 
is complete. 
This lemma is helpful in establishing an extension of the Lyapunov 
Theorem (Corollary 3). Th is extension is well known for finite matrices [ 11, 
201, and was obtained independently for operators by Williams [19]. We 
give a different proof. 
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THEOREM 3. Let 9 be a Hilbert space and let A E B(Y). There exists an 
HE BH(2’) such that Re(AH) > 0 if and only ;f a(A) C r+ u T.- . If 
H E BH(Y) and Re(AH) > 0 then H is invertible. 
Proof. Assume that an HE BH(B) exists for which Re(AH)> 0. 
Then K = HE BH(@ and Re(&) = Re((AH)^) > 0. If B = A - itI 
where t is a real number, then Re(BK) = Re(&) and so there exists an 
m > 0 such that ml < Re(BK). Thus for each 
x E S(B) = {x E 22 : /I x /I = l} 
0 < m < Re(BKx, x) < l(Kx, B*x)l < /I Kx I/ I/ B*x I/ . 
This shows that 0 $ o(H) = a(K) b ecause the approximate point spectrum 
of K coincides with o(K). It also shows that 0 < m I/ K 11-l < /I B*x II for 
x E S($), and consequently, B* is one-to-one and has a closed range. The 
range of B* is dense in 9 because if y # 0 were in its orthogonal complement 
we would have the contradiction 
0 < m < l(Kx, B*x)j = 0 for x = (11 K-ly 11-l) K-ly E S(g). 
Thus 0 $ u(B*) = a(B)* = (o(A) -it)* for t real. So 
a(A) = a(A) C r+ u z-e . 
Now drop the assumption that H exists and instead assume that 
o(A)Cr+u~-. Let B=(l +IlAIJ)-lA. Then jIBjj<l; so C=F(B) 
exists for F(z) = (z - I)/@ + 1) and e = F(B). So the Spectral Mapping 
Theorem shows that u(C) n r = + and then by Lemma 1 there exists an 
HE BH(9) such that H - CHC* > 0. Since C = F(B), this gives 
Thus 
4 Re(BH) = (B + I) [H - CHC*] (B + I)* > 0. 
Re(AH) = (1 + II A II) Re(BH) > 0, 
and the proof is complete. 
Remarks. (1) If T E B(B(9)) and if T(A)* = T(A*) for each A E B(P) 
then any search for an A E B(Y) such that T(A) > 0 can be restricted to 
BH(Z) because T(Re A) = Re T(A). 
The operations H-t H - CHC* and H---f Re(AH) appearing, respec- 
tively, in Lemma 1 and Theorem 3 are both examples of such a T. 
(2) In the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 3 a particular 
fractional linear transformation F(z) = (z - l)/(z + 1) is used, as it is in 
[18], to pass back and forth between the relations H - CHC* > 0 and 
Re(AH) > 0. Stated explicitly the situation is this: 
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(a) If --I # ~(~4) and Re(AH) > 0 then C = F(A) exists and 
H-CHC*>O. 
(b) If 1 $ u(C) and H --- CHC* > 0 then A = F-I(C) exists and 
Re(AH) > 0. 
(3) This attracts one to the false conjecture that converse of Lemma 1 
is true. Indeed, if 1 $ u(C) and if H - CHC* > 0 then (b) shows that 
Re(AH) > 0. Since C = F(A) and I’ = F(R)), the Spectral Mapping Theo- 
rem coupled with Theorem 3 shows that U(C) n r = 4. In this case the 
converse holds, but it can happen that 1 E u(C) and H - CHC* > 0. For 
example, if C E B(e2) maps each sequence [xi , x2 ,...I to [sxp , sxQ ,...I where 
s > 1 then (- I) - C(- I) C* = (s2 - 1) 130. Since [s, sx, sz2,,..] is an 
eigenvector for C with eigenvalue sz whenever I z ! < 1, we know that 
r c u(C). 
4. INERTIA THEORY 
Theorem 4 recasts the statement “In(A) = In(B)” as a statement about 
arcs connecting A to B in BI(2?). We write “A N B in F” when A and B 
lie in the same arc component of F. In what follows the topological fact [7, 
Chapter 3] that “path connected” implies “arc connected” will be invoked 
implicitly. We shall sometimes denote by 2 = 2”’ @ =YA- @ 2YAo the 
inertial decomposition of 2 with respect to the inertial operator A. The 
projections obtained by integrating the resolvent of d around a counter- 
clockwise curve in nil enclosing un will then be denoted P,,n for 17 = +, -, 0. 
For each E > 0 let H(r) denote the set of A E Bl(@ such that 
u(A)n{z:O<IRe.z <E}=$. 
Then 
BI@) = y. H(E). 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that 5? is a Hillmt space and A, BE BI(2’). 
(a) Then In(A) = In(B) if and on& if there exists an E > 0 such that 
a -A in BI(c). 
(b) 1f A, BE BH(B) I a so, then In(A) = In(B) if and only if there 
exists an E > 0 such that a N B in BI(r) n BH(@. 
Proof. (a) Suppose that A(t) 0 < t < 1 is an arc in BI(c) such that 
A(0) = A^  and A(1) = B. If U = {a : 1 z 1 < l} and if 
c = E + max{(l A(t)l( : 0 < t < 1}, 
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thena(A(t))Cc*UforO<t<l.Let 
x:lzl <c;Rez>c G- = - G, 
and 
Then giving each G,, a counterclock-wise orientation and setting 
P”(t) = & 1 [ZI - A(t)]-1 dx for 0 < t < 1 
G, 
gives a path of projections connecting PA9 = Pn(O) to Psn = P’](l) in each 
of the cases 17 = +, -, 0. That t + P”(t) is continuous comes from the 
dominated convergence theorem and the fact that (t, z) -+ [a1 - A(t)]-l 
is a continuous function on the compact set {t : 0 < t < 1) x G,, . Since 
dim(range Q(t)) is constant whenever Q(t) is a path of projections [6, p. 1011 
we have: 
dim(gAv) = dim(range PA$) = dim(range PBn) = dim(A?‘n) 
for 7 = +, -, 0. Thus In(A) = In(B). 
Conversely, assume that In(A) = In(B) and that d E B1(2~) with 
0 < e < 1. Let A?+ @ 9- @ s0 be a decomposition of 9 by mutually 
orthogonal subspaces so that dim(5p,) = dim(.Epn) for r) = +, -, 0, and let 
P,, be the orthogonal projection with range -Ep, for 71 = +, -, 0. If S,, is an 
isometric isomorphism taking ZY4q onto -sP, for 7 = +, -, 0, then 
S=S+@S-@S,EB@) 
is invertible. Since the invertible operators form a path connected set [13, 
p. 2801, we can let S(t) for 0 < t < 1 be a path of invertible operators from 
I = S(0) to S = S( 1). Then u(S(t) k5’(t)-1) is constant; so a N C = S&-l 
within B1(2~), and by the above In(d) = In(C). Since each -Ep, is a reducing 
subspace of C, setting C, = C Ia, gives C = C+ @ C- @ C,, . Then for 
O<t<l, 
C(t) = (1 - t) c + t(P+ - PJ 
can be written 
c(t) = [(I - t) c+ + tI+] @ (1 - t) c, @ [(l - t) c- - tr1, 
where I,, denotes the identity operator on -Ep, . Thus 
u(C(t)) = [(I - t) u(C+) + t] u [(l - t) u(C,)] u [(l - t) u(C-) - t]. 
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ilnd since g(C+) C [r,. -- E], u(C. ) C [VX - E], u(C,,) C n,, , it follows that 
C(t) E Bl(t) for 0 6 f < 1. Thus A N (P.. -- P-) in BI(Ej, and the same 
argument, with perhaps a smaller E, shows that B y (PC -- P-) N A in 
BI(e). 
(b) If A E BH(Y) then A E BH(J?) and so the -VAq’s are mutually 
orthogonal. Following the argument above we set 5 = TAG. Then 5’ y= 1, 
C = A, and the observation that C(t) E BH(g) for 0 < t < 1 completes 
the proof. 
In light of this theorem it is interesting to note that there exist arcs 
,4(t) E BI(5?) such that In(A(t)) is constant but which lie in no BI(e). For 
example, let A(t) E BI(L2) be the infinite diagonal matrix with diagonal 
[t, 1, 0, 1, 0 ,... ] for 0 < t < 1. It can be shown that no such arcs exist when 
dim9 < 00. 
We now employ Theorem 4 in developing the inertial aspects of the 
generalized Lyapunov Theorem (Theorem 3). 
LEMMA 2. Let .5? be any Hilbert space and suppose that A E B(9) such 
that a(A) C (r+ u m-). Then there exists an HE BH(9’) such that 
In(A) = In(H) and Re(AH) > 0. 
Proof. First assume that 2 is complex. Let 9 = Z+ @ 2Z , 
A = A+ @ A- , and 1= I+ @I- be the inertial decompositions given by 
a,(A) n n7 for 7 = +, -. Let T be a linear isometry of (2Z,.)l onto 2.. , let 
S = I+ @ T, and let B = S-lAS. Corresponding to the inertial decomposi- 
tion B = B, @B- , where B, = A+ and B- = T-lA_T, Corollary 3 
provides K+ E BH(Z+) with K+ > 0 and K E BH((T+)l) with -K > 0 
such that Re(B,K,) > 0 for 77 = +, - . Then K = K+ @ K- is Hermitian 
and 
Re(BK) = Re(B+K+) @ Re(B_K.) > 0. 
If H = SKS* then Re(AH) = S Re(BK) S* > 0 and HE BH(9). 
We now show that In(A) = In(B) = In(K) = In(H). Since there exists 
an arc S, of invertible operators with endpoints I = S, and S = S, , the arc 
(S&l ASI connects A to B and consists of operators with identical spectra. 
Hence (S&i AS, must remain within the BI(e) which contains its initial 
point A, and so Theorem 4 shows that In(A) = In(B). (Thus similar inertial 
operators have the same inertia.) The construction of K shows that 
In(B) = In(K). The arc H, = S&St* has endpoints K = H,, and H = Hl , 
and consists of invertible Hermitian operators. To conclude that 
In(K) = In(H) we show that the arc H, lies in some BI(e), and invoke Theo- 
rem 4. 
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If H, for 0 < t < 1 does not lie entirely within BI(E) for any E > 0 then 
there exists a sequence {tk} such that 0 < t, < 1 and Hilt $ Bl(l/k). Let t, 
denote one of the limit points of {tk}. Since 0 6 a(HtO) there exists an s > 0 
such that HtO E Bl(s). The upper semicontinuity of u(.) provides the existence 
of a 6 > 0 such that Htk E Bl(s/2), whenever /j Htk - HtO 11 < 6. Since this 
must happen for infinitely many values of K a contradiction results when 
l/k < s/2 because then Hta $ Bl(s/2). Hence an E > 0 exists such that 
H, E B](E) for 0 < t < 1. Thus In(K) = In(H). 
The preceding argument can also be used to prove the lemma when &? 
is real once a decomposition 2 = Z+ @ Z, A = A, @ A- with respect 
to the (spectral) sets o(A) n r+ , o(A) n V- is obtained. The only required 
change is that in the second and third paragraphs every operator should wear 
“A” (note: C + C is a homomorphism). Thus the proof can be completed 
ty applying the following result from the folklore. 
PROPOSITION. Let 9 be a real Hilbert space. Suppose that A E B(9), that 
w C a(A) is closed and open, and that w is equal to its own complex conjugate w*. 
Then there exists a projection P E B(Z) such that PA = AP and a(A lpz) = w. 
Proof. The complex case of this proposition [14, Section 1481 shows that 
the projection Q E B(p) given by 
Q = & j-, (id - A)-l dz, 
where d is an appropriately chosen set of oriented complex curves encircling 
w, commutes with a and gives a(A  ^lo2) = w. Since A E B(Z) with 8 real, 
u(A) is equal to u(A)*, its own complex conjugate. And hence it is possible 
to pick d so that d = d * and so that it retains all the good behavior required 
to function in the above integral formula for Q. For instance, d should lie 
in the resolvent set of A, should be the boundary of a bounded open set 
which contains w and is disjoint from u(A) N w, and should be appropriately 
oriented and smooth so as to permit the indicated contour integration. 
Using the mapping x + x + i0 to identify 2 with a real linear subspace 
of 5? = {x + iy 1 X, y E P’} makes the statement Q(g) _C 2 meaningful. 
Moreover, the proof that Q(Z) C $P follows. With d selected as above it is 
easy to partition it and pick evaluating points 5 E d so that both the partition 
and the set of evaluating points are closed under complex conjugation. That 
is, so that (@ - a)-l (X - p) app ears in the associated Riemann sum if and 
only if ([*I - &l (p* - h*) appears. When these paired terms are multi- 
plied by lj2ri and added we obtain 
(l/n-) [Im(@*)I - Im(s) a] [I 5 I21 - 2 Re([) a + &l--i, 
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where 6 == X -- p. Since a(9) C 9, each such combination of paired terms 
maps 9 into 9, and so Q must also. 
Let PEB(S?) be defined by P=Q’lp. Then P2=Q21p==Q)9==P 
and PA = Qd /  ^p = AQ 19 == ,4P, so P is a projection and it commutes 
with A. 
By definition, a(A ipa) = a((A IP9)c‘). Since (QZ)” = Q(8) it follows 
that (A iP~)^ = (A lo9)^ = a Iad. Thus a(A lpp) = ,(a log) = w. The 
proof is complete. 
THEOREM 5. Let 9 be any Hilbert space and suppose that A E B(9) and 
HE BH(8) satisfy Re(AH) 3 0. Then In(A) = In(H). 
Proof. Theorem 3 shows that a(A) C 7r+ u nTT_ and so by Lemma 2 there 
exists an H,, E BH(2) such that In(H,,) = In(A) and Re(AH,,) > 0. Let 
H,= tH+(l -t)H,. Then 
Re(AH,) = t Re(AH) $ (1 - t) Re(AH,,) > 0 
for 0 < t < 1 because go is convex, and by Theorem 3 0 $ o(H,) for 
O<tt1. 
If there exists an E > 0 such that A, E BI(e) for 0 < t < 1 then Theorem 4 
shows that In(H) = In(H,) = In(A). Th e ar g ument contained in the third 
paragraph of the proof of Lemma 2 applies here [wearing h’~ to cover the 
real case) and shows that such an E exists. 
One of the difficulties in extending theorems about inertia from BI(9) 
to its closure is that when dim(Y) = co u(o) is not continuous. The following 
theorems discuss the relation of “inertial accessibility” which is defined in 
the closure of BI(2). Although BI(B) = B(P) if dim(B) < co, when 
dim(Z) = co BI(9’) is not dense in B(B) because the set of singular operators 
contains an open subset of B(9) [13, p. 2781 and every A E BI(Y) can be 
approximated in norm by an invertible operator A+ @ A- @ (A, + EI,) 
where IO is the identity of B(2$O). 
DEFINITION. Let A, BE B(9). Then A is inertiully accessible from B 
if and only if either A = B, or there exists an arc Ct (0 < t < 1) in BI(2?) 
such that Co = A, C, = B, and In(C,) is constant for 0 < t < 1. 
Although inertial accessibility is a reflexive and symmetric relation, it is not 
transitive, and hence is not an equivalence relation. For example, both f I 
are inertially accessible from 0 via the arcs f tI (0 < t < 1). However, I is not 
inertially accessible from -I because by the upper semicontinuity of 
u(s) In-l[In(l)] and In-l[In(- I)] are disjoint (dim 9 > 0) open sets con- 
taining I and -I, respectively. Thus no arc C, with constant inertia for 
0 < t < 1 can have I and -I as endpoints. 
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THEOREM 6. Suppose 9 is a Hilbert space and A E B(9) such that 
Re(A) > 0. Then: 
(a) For each HE Bl(2’) n BH(9), AH E BI(9) andIn = In(H) 
(b) For each HE BH(DEP), AH is inertially accessible from H. 
Proof. To simplify the notation throughout this proof we use A, H, and 
Y for A, Z? and 2, respectively. To see that the proof which follows still 
covers the real case the reader should note that every assumption made on A, 
H and 9 implies the same assumption for A, fi and 8. Moreover, each 
conclusion drawn for A, A, and 2 implies the same conclusion for A, H, 
and 9. 
An invertible H can be decomposed so that H = H+ @ H- , where 
H+ > 0 and - H- > 0. Then H-l = H;’ @ HI’. Therefore, 
In(H-l) = In(H;‘) + In(H:l) = In(H+) + In(HJ = In(H). 
Since Re(AHH-l) = Re(A) 3 0, by Theorem 6 In(AH) = In(H-I) = In(H). 
This finishes parts (a) and (b) for invertible operators H. 
Now suppose that H is not invertible. Let N be the null space of H and, 
using the Spectral Theorem, write H = K+ @ K- @ 0 where 
u(Kf) c 77, ) a(P) c 77- and (K+ @ K-) E BH(W). 
Let 
K(t) = (K+ + tI+) @ (K- - tl-), 
where I+ (resp. I-) is the identity operator of the domain (= range) space of 
K+(resp. K-). Set Ht = K(t) @ 0 where 0 E B(N). 
Once we show that 
In(H,) = In(AH,) (0 -=c t, s < 11, t*> 
then the arc which is required to show that AH is inertially accessible 
from H can be assembled from three paths. The first is Ht (0 < t < l), it 
connects H = H,, to Hl , and by (*) In(H,) is constant for t > 0. Since (*) 
shows that In(AH,) = In(H&, the second path of constant inertia is provided 
by Theorem 4 and connects HI to AH,. The third path is AH, (0 < t < l), 
it connects AH, to AH, and by (*) In(AH,) is constant for t > 0. Hence 
part (b) can be finished by proving (*). 
Part (a) can be finished by proving (*) in the case that t = s = 0 under 
the assumption that HE BI(9). With this assumption K(0) is invertible. 
We now prove (*) for 0 < t, s < 1 and when t = 0 or s = 0 we use 
implicitly the additional assumption that HE B&2’). 
409/4d1-8 
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From the definition of H, one sees that In(H,) = In(H,) (0 < t -s 1). 
Thus we need only show that In(AH,) -= In(HJ for 0 < t < 1. Let 
B E B(NL) be PA lh’i where P : Z’+ N’ is an orthogonal projection. Let 
0, E B(N) be the zero operator. Then corresponding to the decomposition 
2’ = NL @ N we have 
Thus a(AH,) = a(BK(t)) u (0). By a simple calculation, Re(B) > 0; and 
moreover, K(t) in invertible. Applying the part of this theorem already 
established for invertible operators to B and K(t) we obtain 
In(AH,) = In(BK(t)) + (0, 0, dim(N)) 
= In(K(t)) + (0, 0, dim(N)) 
= In(H,) (0 < t < 1). 
The proof is finished. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose 3 is a Hilbert space and A E B(Y) such that 
Re(A) 3 0. Then: 
(a) For each HE BH(9) iZH is inertially accessible from H, and 
(b) If AHE BI(T) with In(AH) = (CY, /3, y) and ifH E BH(9) n Bl(L?) 
with In(H) = (a’, #3’, ol’) then cx < CL’, p < j!?‘, and y’ < y. 
Proof. The first paragraph in the proof of Theorem 6 applies here as 
well. We also construct H, E Bl(dp) n BH(Z’) (0 < t < 1) as was done in 
Theorem 6 and again observe that In(H,) is constant for 0 < t < 1. 
Let A, = A + tl. The arc which is required to show that AH is inertially 
accessible from H can be assembled from three paths: The first is A,H, 
(0 < t < 1) h’ h w rc connects AH = AoH to A,H, , and it has constant inertia 
for 0 < t < 1 because for t > 0 H, E Bl(S), Re(A,) > 0. Hence Theorem 
6(a) applies and In(A,H,) = In(H,) which is constant for t > 0. In particular, 
then In(A,H,) = In(H,) so that the second path with constant inertia is 
provided by Theorem 4. It connects A,H, to HI. The third path is H, 
(0 < t < 1). The proof of (a) is finished. 
For HE BI(9) Th eorem 6 shows that In(A,H) = In(H) when t > 0. Thus 
to prove Part (b) it is sufficient to show: If Bt (0 < t < 1) is a path in BI(z) 
and if In(B,) =-; (01, /3,r) and In(B,) = (a’, p’, y’) (0 < t < 1) then 01 < a’, 
p < /3’, y’ < y. This is proved as follows. 
There exists an E > 0 such that B, E B1(2~). Let 
G, = (z : Re(z) > e; I x I < II &, II + 4, 
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let 
G,, = {z : - 6 -=c Re(4 < G I x I -=c II &, II + 4, 
and let G- = - G+ . Since o(e) is upper semicontinuous there exists a 
6 > 0 such that whenever 0 < t < 6 u(B,) C (G+ u G, u G-). Then 
for 7 = +, -, 0 are paths of projections. (The bounded convergence theo- 
rem shows that t -+ Qt” is continuous.) Theorem 4 shows that 
Therefore 
In(Qa”) = In(Qt”) (0 < t < 6). 
In(B,) = (01, ,3, y) = (dim(range Qt+), dim(range St-), dim(range 8:)) 
whenever 0 < t < 6. Since 
(Y’ = s?p dim range 
( 
where A is a rectangle, A C 7~+ , and A n u(B,J = I$, it is clear that (Y’ 3 CL 
Similarly /3’ > 8. That y’ < y follows from the fact that 
y’ = itf dim range & 1 (.x7 - q-1 dz) , 
= A 
where A is a rectangle encircling u(BJ n n, and such that d n u(Bg) = $. 
The proof is complete. 
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